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Honey select more positions mod

FREE DOWNLOAD - CRACKED - GOOGLE DRIVE TITLE: HONEY CHOOSE 2 LibidoDEVELOPER: ILLUSIONPUBLISHER: ILLUSIONRELEASE DATE: May 29, 2020GENRE: Mature, Nudity, Simulation SISE: 22.7 GB (File Compressed) Scheduled for May 29, 2020 we have the illusion The sequel to Illusion's 2016 Honey Select will include a similar
premise of its predecessor, in which you are greeted by a new lady named Fur, who introduces you to a love hotel where you can find the man of your dreams. Feel free to spend sweet and hot moments with your partners or feel free to fuck like animals and put them in situations that your partner may or may not agree with. Honey Pick 2 will try to top the
original Honey Select as the ultimate character creator. What's known: 11 character personalities on release, including 1 unique personality for Fyur, new outfits, more sexual positions and sexual situations, re-untpointed characters from GIRL AI to HS2:L and vice versa, VR mode, Studio Neo Version 2. Google Drive Link: (Google Drive download limit)
Mirror 1 Mirror 2Link One drive: DownloadLink Mega.nz: DownloadLink MegaUp: DownloadLink Racaty: DownloadLink 1fichier: DownloadLink Uptobox: DownloadLink Torrent: (Can use qBittorrent program, to get the game) DownloadNOTES: Start the game once through the launcher (InitSetting.exe), this will check for bugs and fix them as well before the
game starts. Simply tap the icon in the bottom left corner of the launcher with an arrow to check for updates. Link Direct (GoogleDrive /OneDrive / 1fichier): BetterRepack (R3 Hotfix 1) BetterRepack (R3 to R3.1 update) BetterRepack HoneySelect2 (R3.1 to R4 update) BetterRepack HoneySelect2 (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4
Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (R4 Hotfix 1) (Optional ) Sideloader Modpack For studio 20200905: Size: 48.4GB GoogleDrive - OneDrive - MegaUp - 1fichier - UptoboxNOTE: Fashion patch
48.4GB is not required to download, but if you want to play full fashion, Download - Extract and copy all the files in the game's mod folder. Note: Turn off the antivirus before installing any game 1. Download the extract file (with WinRAR or 7zip)2. Download Sideloader Modpack and extract the file into the game3 mod folder. Open the game directory and run
the HoneySelect 2 Registry Fixer.bat BR file for the first time4. Start the InitSetting.exe file to allow you to customize5. Run the HoneySelect2.exe file to play the game.6. Enjoy! Warning: Some games have to perform the following steps to avoid problems when you start the game Block exe games / game folder in Windows Firewall to prevent the game from
trying to go online If you install games in the system, it may be necessary to run this game with admin privileges, not Requires a 64-bit processor and OS operating system: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit version) Processor: Intel Core i3 4000 / Intel Core i5 4000Memory: 4GB RAMGraphics: VRAM 2GB NVIDIA / GeForce 700 ATI
RADEON R-200Storage: 10GB Map Affordable SpaceundSo: DirectX CompatibleDirectX: Version 11:N/A Support Me on Patreon! plugins for Koikatsu, EmotionCreators, and AI Girl Installation CharaMakerLoadedSound v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu plays sound when Chara Maker finishes downloading. Useful if you spend time downloading alt-tabbed.
StudioSceneLoadedSound v1.1 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 Sound Play when Scene Studio finishes downloading or importing. Useful if you spend time downloading for big alt-tabbed scenes. Changing the magazine v1.1 Variants Config, version of AI (thanks To GeBo!) ForceHighPoly v1.2.2 - Download - For Koikatsu Forces all
the characters to boot in high poly mode, even in school research mode. Changing the v1.1 log is a fixed game lock after special H scenes. v1.2 Fixed Hair Physics Doesn't Work (Thanks to Rau/Marco/Essu) v1.2.1 Removed Hair Physics Fix Due to Having that is out of date, the default changed state allows you to depend on RAM v1.2.2 Fixed patch, not
working ReloadCharaListOnChange v1.5.1 - Download - For Koikatsu Reboots the list of characters and coordinates in the creator of the characters, when any card is added or removed from folders. Supports adding and deleting a large number of cards at the same time. Change log v1.1 Fixed new coordinates saved inside the game are not handled
correctly v1.2 Fixed error when exiting chara maker v1.3 Updated for plug-in compatibility v1.4 Studio support v1.4.1 Compatibility with bepisPlugins version above, than r8 v1.5 Koikatsu Batch Compatibility v1.5.1 Create card folders if missing to prevent invisibleBody error v1.3.2 - Download - For Kotsuika, Emotion Creators, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 Set
an Invisible Body Switch for the character in the character maker to hide the body. Any worn clothing or accessories will remain visible. Select characters in the Studio's workspace and Anim-'Current State-'Invisible Body to switch them between the invisible and the visible. Any worn clothing or accessories and any attached studio items will remain visible.
The invisible state saves and loads with the stage. Change log v1.1 Fixed studio elements become visible when they have been disabled in the workspace v1.2 Added character Maker Switch, EmotionCreators port v1.2.1 Fixed incompatibility with UncensorSelector v1.2.2 Updated for KK Darkness v1.3 Added switch button for Removed hotkey v1.3.1 Fixed
accessories and items attached by animation from turning invisible in the AI version v1.3.2 Fixed Studio elements such as invisible in the AI version UncensorSelector v3.10 - Download - For Koikatsu, Koikatsu, The creators of AI Girland Honey Select 2 allow you to specify which censors use individual symbols, and remove the mosaic censor. Choose
censorship for your character in the character creator in the Body/General tab, or censor the default censorship for use in the settings of the plug-in. The default censorship will apply to any character who doesn't have a chosen one. Requirements: For manufacturers of non-lifts, see a template for how to customize your sensorless for incompatibility
UncensorSelector. Make sure to remove any sideloader uncensored and replace oo_base with clean, unaltended to prevent incompatible! Changing the log v2.0 Full rewrite, now supports the change of censorship within the creator of the characters, setting censorship metadata in manifest.xml, demosaic, etc. v2.1 Reducing dependence on
KK_UncensorSelector Base.zipmod v2.2 Removed the ability to specify assets _low. It is expected _low the relevant asset will exist for anything that requires one. v2.3 Added some warning labels v2.4 Fixed demosaic does not work sometimes v2.5 ConfigManager drop for the choice of GUID, fixed color matching bug in Chara Maker v2.6 Non-censors now
change much faster without causing lag in the character of the maker. Random can be selected as an option for censorship by default, any uncensored character selected will use random (Thanks @ManlyMarco). Nonsensors can be washed out of random selection with modification in manifest.xml. v2.6.1 Fix for new download code uncensored violation in
low poly v2.7 Names in ConfigManager instead of GUIDs, censorship lists ordered (Thanks @ManlyMarco), a little faster censorship switch v3.0 All censorship loads correctly in the character of the maker, the default uncensored display in the character of the maker, body parts can be selected regardless of the body, the new format for non-signers, new
errors v3.1 fixed uncensored in the character of the maker access through the menu, Fixed some low poly uncensored do not display correctly for the main character, fixed low poly uncensored does not work at all for female characters v3.3.2 Random uncensors are now more evenly distributed, gender bender config option simplified, fixed problem with
clothes that have the same name mesh as mesh body parts causes problems v3.3 wrong Fix the norms of loading after sometimes the symbol , fix the default values when downloading the character in the character maker of the menu class, fix dropdown balls not reboot censorship to change v3.4 Fix liquid textures removed when the characters change v3.5
Added message that displays if the skin texture has become corrupt and attempts to fix (Thanks @ManlyMarco) v3.5.1 Reduce false positives for the above v3.6 Emotion Default Config v3.6.1 Updated for KK Darkness v3.6.2 Fix Body Replacement Cleaner when it doesn't have to v3.6.3 Fix janitor without censorship v3.6.4 Fix compatibility issues for for
Darkness game version v3.7 Fix shadows on male parts and reduce the spam error v3.8 AI Girl version v3.8.1 Fix broken config things (thanks Keelhauled) v3.8.3 Fix does not work in AI Girl main game v3.9 Fix crash with duplicate censorship GUIDs, Exercise Dick/Balls Support AI Girl v3.9.1 Fix a bug in the studio as a result of the fact that not without
censors v3.9.2 Fix gloss is lost on censorship changes, fix monochrome body showing mosaic censor v3.10 Add the ability to exclude uncensored censors from random choice (Thank You Gebo) Subtitles v2.0.1 - Download - Download - For Koika, AI Girl Honey Select, and Honey Select 2 for Koikatsu, adds subtitles for the H scene, conversational text in
dialogues, and character maker. For the AI Girl trial, adds subtitles for the character's creator. Change log v1.1 Fixed H subtitles does not work for some people v1.2 Subtitles for idling lines in dialogue v1.3 Subtitles for the character Maker v1.4 Fixed subtitles in character Maker being under the user interface v1.5 AI Girl port v1.5.1 Fixed text wrapper,
clarified description config v1.6 HS2 Removed FontName Settings v1.6.1 Fixed text going off the screen in HS, fixed TextAlign config settings does not work properly v2.0 Implemented subtitles for VR mode in KK and HS2 v2.0.1 Fixed using the wrong type of object causing HSceneInstance zero check AnimationController v2.2 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI
Girl, and Honey Select 2 Koikatsu version: Mostly out of date. NodeConstraints does what this plugin does, but better. Allows you to attach IK nodes to objects to create custom animations. Click Minus (-) hotkey to bring up the menu. This hotkey can be configured in the settings of the F1 plugin. Required by Marco KKAPI and BepisPlugins
ExtensibleSaveFormat. Inspired by Keitaro's AttachAnimationLib from Keitaro Change Log v1.1 Gimmicks can now rotate hands and feet correctly v1.2 Rotating characters do not violate increasingly v2.0 Significant rewrite with KKAPI integration. You can now tie your eyes and neck with objects, support import scene, Drag and Drop plug-in support v2.1 Fix
neck link does not work, fix links after connection does not work v2.2 AI version, adjusting the position of the windows ClothingUnlocker v2.0.1 - Download - For Koikatsu and EmotionCreators allows gender limited clothing to be used on all characters. Also allows you to unlock bras or skirts with any top on each character, on-ourfit basis. This setting saves
and loads with the symbol card or coordinates the cards to ensure compatibility. Change of the magazine v1.1 Added unlocking of clothes for bras/skirts with any top v2.0 Unlocking bra/skirt on the character v2.0.1 Fixed the state of unlocking without retaining and not to correctly coordinate EyeShaking v1.1 - Download - For Koikatsu Virgins in Scenes H, it
seems to be slightly shaking the eye highlights. Changing the log v1.1 VR SUPPORT, added switch to Studio RandomCharacterGenerator v2.0 - Download - For Koikatsu generates random characters in in Creator. Change log v2.0 Merge changes from PoseFolders v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 Create new folders in
userdata/studio/pose and place these poses inside them. The folders will appear on your list of poses in the studio. Ported from essu's NEOpose List folders plugin for Honey Select. ListOverride v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu allows you to override the files of the vanilla list. Comes with some overrides that allow half the condition for some vanilla tights.
Redefining the list of files can allow you to do things like include bras with some shirts that don't normally allow, or skirts with some tops, etc. Any part of the list can be changed except ID. HairAccessoryCustomizer v1.1.5 - Download - For Koikatsu and Emotion Creators adds configuration options for hair accessories for the character. Hair accessories can be
fitted to match the color with the hair, include hair gloss, change the color of the contour, and has a separate color collector for the part of the hair tie. Hair that supports the length of the slider can also have its length adjustable, much like vanilla front hair. Saves and downloads maps and coordinates. Note to modders: These options will only appear for hair
accessories that are properly configured. To work accessories accessory must have ChaCustomHairComponent MonoBehavior in addition to ChaAccessoryComponent MonoBehavior. The color of hair accessories will be displayed if the ChaCustomHairComponent rendAccessory array is set up by grids. The length of the slider will appear if the
chaCustomHairComponent trfLength array of bones is configured. The hair color will only match the grids set up in the RendHair ChaCustomHairComponent array. Also check out this guide on how to create hair accessories. Changing the v1.1 log has been fixed with a change in coordinates outside the studio without applying color matching. Fixed an error
where a change in hair color in the creator will not apply a color corresponding to other outfit slots. v1.1.1 Fixed hair accessories that match color when they shouldn't. v1.1.2 Fixed hair accessories that match color when they shouldn't, again. v1.1.3 Fixed the bug when you run a cool character. v1.1.4 Fixed hair accessories such as invisible with edited
MainTex. v1.1.5 Support for The Demosaic v1.1 Load Coordination Flags - Download - For EmotionCreators Note: Not required when using UncensorSelector Removes mosaics of female characters. Based on demosaic for Koikatsu from AUTOMATIC1111, compiled for EC and BepInEx 5. Change the log v1.1 Added the option of the confiscato to disable
the plug-in FreeHRandom v1.2 - - For Koikatsu Adds Buttons to free screen selection H to get random characters for your H session. Change log v1.1 Added user interface, KK Party support v1.1.1 Creating folder cards if missing to prevent v1.2 VR error support colliders v1.1 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 floor, chest, arm and skirt
colliders. The colliders can be switched on and off in the studio, and their condition saves with the stage. Changing the magazine v1.1 Major rewrite, many new features MaterialEditor v2.1.4 - Download - For Koikatsu, EmotionCreators, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 MaterialEditor is a plugin that allows you to edit many properties of objects that are not normally
available in the game. Much like the clothes Marco superimposes you can replace the texture of the item, however with MaterialEditor you can edit much more than clothes. Edit clothes, accessories, hair, and even studio items. Features: Export UV grid cards to help with drawing texture Replace almost any texture with custom textures Changing the
properties of materials to control things like the shine or contour of the thick changing properties of the grid to affect whether it casts shadows or disable the grid completely Change the hue of the material All changes save and download with the map or Studio scene duplicate textures saved on the map once. The 100 accessories with the same texture have
the same file size as the one accessory with Access the Material Editor texture by clicking the Open Material Editor button on the wear, hair or accessories of the character creator. Access it in the studio by clicking the Mat button. Editor on the workspace with the selected studio item. Changing the log v1.1 Fixed bug download coordinates, multi-character
image download errors v1.2 Added the ability to change body and face materials v1.3 Copied studio elements now copy Material Editor settings, changed file format v1.3.1 Fixed bug when importing studio objects with v1.4 textures adding the ability to change the shaders, change the skin and face of the material v1.4.1 .jpg support download, increase the
scroll speed , color and texture by default for custom shaders v1.5 Added main_skin shade Removed properties alpha_a and alpha_b for the skin of the character v1.6 AI version v1.7 Add sliders v1.8 AI Studio support v1.9 Fixed data lost when changing the color of clothing and copying accessories, add texture bias and scale, add an indicator sign for
modified properties, add support to replace MainTex v1.9.1 Fixed mipmaps not generated , corrected error on a copy of the object in the Studio, added the ability to mize the user interface v1.9.2 Fixed error when importing scenes v1.9.3 Added several missing properties v1.9.4 Added more shaders v1.9.44.1 Fixed missing shadow v1.9.5 Fixed memory leak
involving textures v1.9.5.1 Fixed missing toon_glasses shader v1.10 Fixed material editor (All) button breaking sliders in AI, TextureWrapWMode saved when textures replaced v1.10.1 Fixed error when saving scenes v2.0 Major Virtual listings, filtering results, creator download flags, more button creator characters, support UncensorSelector added parts
v2.0.1 Fixed UV and obj export buttons, fixed missing hook to update changes to outfit changes v2.0.2 Support for copy copying coordinate load flags, fixed textures not downloaded for coordiantes v2.0.3 Fixed UV and obj export buttons again v2.0.4 Fixed download coordinates in Studio v2.0.5 Corrected incorrect index of coordinates for character and hair
edits v2.0.6 Exposed texture AlphaMask for main_skin shader, blacklist it for body v2.0.7 Fixed incorrect language materials after replacing the symbol in KK, fixed incorrect facial materials after replacement in studio, fixed shaders, not downloadable in HS2 v2.1 Add copy/insert to edit material, optimization tenner v2.1.1 Fix paste button disabled, blacklist
Standard toker from optimization v2.1.2 Fixed wall bag in AI/HS2, added option for exceptions from the shadow optimization for shadow xml v2.1.3 Fixed items switched on in the main renderer's workspace are disabled changes v2.1.4 Vlacklist AIT/eyelashes shader from optimization MaleJuice v1.2.2 - Download - For Koikatsu , AI Girl, and Honey Select 2
Allows juice textures for men in H scene and studio. Change log v1.1 Fixed compatibility issues with UncensorSelector using male body type on female characters v1.2 AI and HS2 version v1.2.1 Fixed bug due to incorrect material v1.2.2 Fixed juice textures not loaded in HS2 sometimes StudioObjectMoveHotkeys v1.0 - Download - Download - For Koikatsu,
AI Girl and Honey Select 2 allow you to move objects in the studio with hotkeys. Tap Y/U/I to move on X/Y/Ya axis. You can also use these keys to rotate and zoom, and when zooming you can also press T to scale all the axes at the same time. Hotkeys can be customized in the settings of the plug-in. FKIK v1.1 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI Girl, and Honey
Select 2 Allows FC and IR at the same time. Pose characters in IK mode at the same time are able to adjust skirts, hair and hands as if they were in FK mode. Changing the magazine v1.1 Fix switches out of sync, FK is disabled when switching between characters AnimationOverdrive v1.1 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 Type in
Animation speed box in the studio for tricks and animation characters to pass the normal limit of 3. Change log v1.1 AI Girl port, limited animation speed by 1000 to prevent animation breaking CharacterExport v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu, EmotionCreators, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 Click Ctrl-E (configurable) to export all downloaded characters. Used to
export characters from studio scenes and so such. HCharaAdjustment v2.0 - Download - For Koikatsu to customize the position of the female character in the H scene by clicking some hotkeys that are customized in plug-in settings. Change log v1.0.1 Made hotkeys customizable v2.0 Added facility guide instead of hotkeys for StudioSceneSettings v1.2.1 -
Download - For Koikatsu, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 lets you customize a few more settings for the scenes. Changes save and download these scenes. Settings Map Masking Near Clip Plane Long Clip Plane Changing v1.2 Masking Map for AI and HS2 v1.2.1 Fixed Compatibility Problems with StudioCustomMasking Pushup v1.2 - Download - For Koikatsu
and EmotionCreators provides sliders and settings to shape breast symbols when bras or tops are worn. The main set of sliders will change the shape of the breast if the chest sliders, if they are below the specified threshhold. Extended mode allows you to fully adjust the shape of the breast. Change log v1.0.1 Fixed incompatibility with setting plug-in
MakerOptimizations v1.1 Fixed gloss nipple, not working in KK Party, fixed manufacturer download flags v1.1.1 Force ABMX update on clothing status change v1.1.2 Unlock sliders, When the chest tab is pressed after the delay to prevent sliders blocked v1.1.3.1 Fix Pushup does not work properly in the main game mode, the Pushup fix does not apply to the
character of the load maker v1.2 EmotionCreators version Pose.0 - Download - For Koikatsu , AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 plugin that lets you download saved poses in the studio just by clicking on the pose. Vanilla behavior requires you to choose a pose and then press the load button, which can be quite tiring if you have a lot of poses, especially since the
saved poses don't have a preview image. Note: You should include this option in the settings of the plug-in (click F1 and search the plug-in). This plug-in is disabled by default, so people don't accidentally download poses when they don't intend to, rewriting all their productions work. Use with caution. StudioImageEmbed v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI
Girl, and Honey Select 2 This plugin will save .png files from the user data folder to the data scene so that anyone else can download the scene properly without the need for the same .png file. MakerDefaults v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu, Emotion Creators, AI Girl and Honey Select 2 lets you set the default settings of the character creator, so you don't
have to set the same values manually each time. StudioCustomMasking v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu, AI Girl, and Honey Select 2 allows you to add map camouflage functionality to maps made from items in the studio. ItemBlacklist v1.1 - Download - For Koikatsu and EmotionCreators Right click an item in the character of the Maker to hide it from the lists
Change log v1.1 Item information shows the asset and AssetBundle, better user interface FadeAdjuster v1.0 - Download - For Koikatsu lets you customize disappear colors or disable disappear in and out of effect. InputHotkeyBlock moved to BepInEx.Utility. TranslationSync TextResourceRerector TextDump moved to Repo TranslationTools.
KK_CutsceneLockupFix KK_HeadFix KK_MiscFixes KK_PersonalityCorrector KK_SettingsFix moved to IllusionFixes. GUIDMigration Obsolete, functions combined in iself Page 2 You can't do this at this time. You've signed up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update
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